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1

Current Challenges

2 Our Approach

Most existing research and tools on high-content analysis (HCA)
perform supervised analysis based on a small number of image
features:

Recognising the key challenges, we develop an end-to-end
computational framework for HCA dubbed “Deep Phenotyping”
that:

• requiring phenotypes be known beforehand and manual
labels

• perform unsupervised analysis to enable the discovery of
unknown sub-phenotypes

• failure to exploit the rich information in HCA images

• minimize the human effort for labelling massive HCA data
• leverage on the data richness by extracting hundreds of
image features for multi-parametric analysis

FIGURE 1. Majority
of HCA publications
use only one or two
features measured
from each sample,
as reported in a
recent review^.

Our framework is modularised and generalizable. As a case
study, we demonstrate its use on the phenotypic analysis of the
Golgi apparatus, which revealed interesting subtle Golgi
phenotypes and potential gene-gene interactions.

3 The Computational Framework
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FIGURE 2. Our framework consists of a series of modules for an end-to-end analysis of HCA data.

4 Image Processing

FIGURE 3. Unlike most HCA analysis which
uses only a few parameters for each cell,
the framework extracts high-dimensional
parameters from each cell. Challenges arise
in analysing such high-dimensional
parameters due to its intrinsic high
variability, lack of phenotypic labelling, and
inevitable artifacts, e.g., errors introduced
by cell segmentation.
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FIGURE 4. To improve data quality, a multilevel quality control scheme is devised to
reduce non-biological effect at cell, well,
and feature levels.

FIGURE 5. Control modelling retrieves cells and treatments that
substantially deviate from the control group. Left image shows the
decision boundary of the control population in the 2D subspace.
Right image shows the penetrance rates of different wells. Wells
with low penetrance rates are removed from phenotype analysis

8 Phenotypic Signatures and Network
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9 Summary
FIGURE 6. Phenotypic clustering are then
performed automatically to reveal the
underlying grouping of the non-controllike cells, without any manual labelling.
New subtle Golgi phenotypes are
discovered: cluster 2 and 3 (left)
correspond to two different “condensed”
phenotypes; cluster 5 and 11 (right)
correspond to two different “fragmented”
phenotypes.

The developed computational framework for
HCA analysis is able to:
harness data richness
improve data quality
facilitate high throughput analysis with
minimal labelling cost
discover subtle phenotypes
generalise to different HCA tasks

FIGURE 7. Genes can then be characterised by their phenotypic
signatures based on the composition of the detected
phenotypes. Similar phenotypic signatures are observed
between COG2 and COG3 (upper left); A phenotypic network is
built (right) showing potential gene-to-gene interactions.

^ FIGURE 1. is adapted from the review paper: Singh S, Carpenter AE, Genovesio A. Increasing the Content of High-Content Screening: An Overview. Journal of Biomolecular Screening. 2014;19(5):640-650. doi:10.1177/1087057114528537

